Merging two DOIDs

Disease A
Disease B

-- merging Disease A (e.g. T lymphocyte deficiency) into Disease B (e.g. T cell deficiency)
-- to Disease B record:
  -- add DOID of Disease A as (has alternative id) alt_id
  -- add name of Disease A as EXACT synonym
  -- review and then add Disease A’s xrefs, definition xrefs, synonyms, subset
  -- review and combine definitions

-- to Disease A record
  - rename ‘name’ to obsolete name, e.g. obsolete Disease A
  - add annotation - owl:deprecated - Literal tab, type: true
  - remove all xrefs, definitions, synonyms, subsets
  --only leave id, name_space and name (label)
  -- lastly, remove all logical definitions (EQ and SubClassOf), and parents (SubClassOf)
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